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STRAIGHT TALK
“Hell is empty and all the devils are here.” - Shakespeare

PURE EVIL MASKED AS A PANDEMIC
Michael Yeadon is a soft-spoken microbiologist in
England. He is a former vice President and Chief Scientist
for Allergy and Respiratory research at Pfizer - the vaccine
company. He spent 32 years working for large pharmaceutical companies and is a leading expert in vaccines.
He is also a man on a mission, and his mission is to
inform as many people as possible about the elite
powerbrokers that have invented the fake pandemic as a
smokescreen to conceal their real objectives. Here’s
Yeadon in a recent interview:

MASS DELUSION
Perhaps you’ve heard the saying, “Truth is stranger
than fiction.” It is true especially in the context of a culture
riddled with deception and fraud, living in a world of fake
idols like in America today. If mass delusion could be
metered, it would be registering high these days. And if
delusion is evidence of separation from God, then America
is far from God and has been for several generations for
delusion and injustice is rampant in this land:
11. And for this cause, God is sending to them a work of
delusion for them to believe the deception:
12. That they all might be judged not believing the truth, but
delighting in injustice.
2 Thess. 2:11-12

Those who delight in injustice (lies) live in delusion.
This is the way God’s judgment works. It may be the reason
people today trust in absurd, asinine ideas handed to them
from a government that is as far from God.
But thank God that He preserves a remnant through
Christ the Great Shepherd and keeps us in his protection.
The plans of the devils and the propensities of the faithless,
cannot prosper against us. We are God’s children.
29. My Father, which gave (the remnant) to me, is greater
than all; and no man is able to pluck them out of my
Father’s hand.

“If you wanted to depopulate a significant portion of
the world, and to do it in a way that wouldn’t require
destruction of the environment with nuclear weapons, or
poisoning everyone with anthrax or something, and you
wanted plausible deniability, whilst you had a multi-year
infectious disease crisis, I don’t think you could come up
with a better plan than what is before us.
I can’t say absolutely that is their motive, but I can’t
think of a benign explanation for why they are doing it.”
“Depopulation?” Yeadon has done extensive research
on the matter, providing compelling evidence that such a
diabolical objective may, in fact, be their goal.
Humans are capable of unimaginable viciousness and
cruelty. Moreover, it is not for lack of proof that people may
reject Yeadon’s words, but for something more fundamental;
the inability to grasp that men are capable of unimaginable
viciousness and cruelty. Here’s Yeadon again:

John 10:29

UNEMPEACHABLE EXPERTS SPEAK
Regarding the fake pandemic, sound and sensible
reason, and logic, has not totally disappeared in the world.
There are still some folks who haven’t abandoned their
consciences completely. And some of them are speaking
out in spite of the censors trying to silence them.
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“It’s become absolutely clear to me, even when I talk
to intelligent people, friends, acquaintances … and they
can tell I’m telling them something important, but they get
to the point [where I say] ‘your government is lying to you
in a way that could lead to your death and that of your
children,’ and at that point their eyes glass over and they
can’t begin to engage with it.
And I think maybe a few can understand what I say,
but most blank their understanding of it because it’s too
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difficult. And my concern is, we are going to lose this,
because people will not deal with the possibility that
anyone is so evil.
But I remind you of the many lies that made it
possible to lead the people of Britain and America into
wars, and what happened in Russia in the 20th century,
what happened in 1933 to 1945, what happened in Southeast Asia in some of the most awful times in the post-war
era. And, what happened in China with Mao and so on …
We’ve only got to look back two or three generations. All
around us there are people who are this bad and they are
perpetrating this COVID debacle.
They’re all around us. So, I say to folks, the only
thing that really marks this one out, is its scale. But
actually, this is probably less bloody, it’s less personal,
isn’t it? The people who are steering this … it’s going to be
much easier for them. They don’t have to shoot anyone.
They don’t have to beat someone to death with a
baseball bat, or freeze them, starve them, make them
work until they die. All of those things did happen two or
three generations back … That’s how close we are. And
all I’m saying is, some shifts like that are happening again,
but now they are using molecular biology.”

PEOPLE CAN’T IMAGINE ANYTHING
SO DEMONIC
He’s right, isn’t he? Whereas many people know that
the government, the media and the public health officials
are lying to them about everything from the efficacy of
masks, social distancing, and lockdowns, to the lifethreatening dangers of experimental injections, they still
refuse to believe that the people orchestrating this operation
might be pushing them inexorably toward infertility and/or
an early death.
So they stick their heads in the sand and pretend not to
see what is going on right under their noses. It’s called
“denial” and they are helping to cover up the evil work of the
puppet masters that are operating behind the scenes.
Yeadon continues:
“… In the last year I have realized that my government and its advisers are lying in the faces of the British
people about everything to do with this coronavirus.
Absolutely everything.
That lockdowns work, that masks have a protective
value for you or someone else, and that variant viruses
are scary things and we even need to close international
borders because of these nasty foreign variants.”
Interviews and articles like this one usually appear on
small websites. Why is that? Shouldn’t the informed observations of a former Pfizer vice president appear on the front
pages of The New York Times or The Washington Post?
Wouldn’t you expect the big cable news channels to run a
hot-button interview like this as their headline story?
Of course not. No one expects that, because the media
honchos reflexively quash any story that doesn’t support the
“official narrative,” that is, that COVID is the most contaS T R A I G H T TA L K
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gious and lethal virus of all time, which requires a new
authoritarian political response and the wholesale evisceration of civil liberties.

NO ONE IS ALLOWED TO REFUTE THE
OFFICIAL PROPAGANA
Isn’t that the underlying storyline of the last year?
COVID skeptics and naysayers, like Yeadon, are not
allowed to refute the official propaganda, or debate the
issue on a public forum. They’re effectively banned from
the MSM and consigned to the outer reaches of the Internet
where only a scattered few will read what they have to say.
Here’s more:
“Everything I am saying is demonstrably true. But our
entire national policy is based on outrageous falsehood.
But what I would like to do is talk about so-called “immune
escape” because that is a big claim for this whole event.
There is no question in my mind that significant
powerbrokers around the world have either planned to
take advantage of the next pandemic or created the
pandemic. The reason it must be true is that dozens and
dozens of governments are all saying the same lies and
doing the same things that cost lives.”
Let’s pause for a minute, and ask ourselves why a
modest, self-effacing microbiologist who operated in the
shadows for his entire professional career has thrust
himself into the limelight when he knows, for certain, he will
be ridiculed, smeared, discredited, dragged through the
mud or killed.
In fact, he openly admits that he fears for his safety
and assumes that he could be “removed” (“assassinated”)
by his enemies. So, why is he doing this? Why is he
risking life and limb to get the word out about this?

A MORAL OBLIGATION
It’s because he feels a moral obligation to warn people
about the danger they face. Yeadon is not an attentionseeking narcissist. In fact, he’d rather vanish from public
life altogether.
But he’s not going to do that because he’s selflessly
committed to doing his duty by sounding the alarm about a
malign strategy that may well lead to the suffering and death
of literally millions of people. That’s why he’s doing it,
because he’s an honorable man and hasn’t lost his sense of
decency. Remember decency? Here’s more:
“Personally, all my instincts are shouting that it’s a
conspiracy, but as a scientist, I can’t point to the smoking
gun that says they made this up on purpose.”
Many of us who have followed events closely for the last
year and have searched the internet for alternate points of
view are equally convinced that it is a conspiracy. And while
we might not have conclusive, rock-solid proof of criminal
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activity, there is voluminous circumstantial evidence to
support the claim.
By definition, a “conspiracy” is “an evil, unlawful,
treacherous, or surreptitious plan formulated in secret by
two or more persons.” What is taking place presently
across the western world meets that basic definition.
Just as the contents of this article meet the basic
definition of a “conspiracy theory,” which is an attempt to
explain harmful or tragic events as the result of the actions
of a small powerful group. This rejects the publically accepted narrative surrounding these events; indeed, the
official version may be seen as further proof of the conspiracy. Yeadon continues:
“I think the planned end game is, ‘everyone receives a vaccine’ … Everyone on the planet is going to
find themselves persuaded, cajoled, not quite mandated,
hemmed-in to take a jab.
What they want is for every single individual on the
planet to have a name or unique digital ID and a health
status flag which will label you as being ‘vaccinated,’ or
not. And whoever possesses that single central database,
applicable everywhere, to control, to provide as it were, a
privilege - you can cross this particular border (or not), or
conduct this particular transaction (or not), depending on
[what] the controllers of that one human-population
database decide.
And I think that’s what this is all about because
once you’ve got that, we become playthings and the world
becomes what the controllers of that database want it.”

THE PATHWAY TO SOCIAL CONTROL
So mass vaccination is actually the pathway to social
control by technocratic elites? Are we there yet? Pretty
close, I’d say. Here’s more:
“They are saying ‘We don’t want you to move
around because of these pesky ‘variants’ — ‘but don’t
worry, there will be ‘top-up’ (booster) vaccines that will
cope with the ‘new deadlier variants.’ They’re all saying
this when it is obviously nonsense.”
Is he right? Is the variant hobgoblin now being invoked
to prolong the restrictions, intensify the paranoia, and pave
the way for endless rounds of mass injections? Judge for
yourself, but here’s a sampling of articles that appeared in
recent news that will help you decide:
1. Reuters — South African Variant Can ‘Break
Through’ Pfizer Vaccine, Israeli study says.
“The coronavirus variant discovered in South Africa can
‘break through’ (i.e., overpower) Pfizer/BioNTech’s COVID19 vaccine to some extent, a real-world data study in Israel
found, though its prevalence in the country is low and the
research has not been peer reviewed …
We found a disproportionately higher rate of the South
African variant among people vaccinated with a second
dose, compared to the unvaccinated group. This South
African variant is able, to some extent, to break through the
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
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vaccine’s protection,” said Tel Aviv University’s Adi Stern.
(So, according to the article — the vaccine doesn’t work in fact it makes those vaccinated more suseptible.)
2. The New York Times — Rise of Variants in
Europe Shows How Dangerous the Virus Can Be.
“Europe, the epicenter of the coronavirus pandemic last
spring, has once again swelled with new cases which are
inundating some local hospitals and driving a worrisome
global surge of Covid-19.
But this time, the threat is different: The rise in new
cases is being propelled by a coronavirus variant first seen
in Britain and known as B.1.1.7. The variant is not only
more contagious than last year’s virus, but also deadlier.
The variant is now spreading in at least 114 countries.
Nowhere, though, are its devastating effects as visible as in
Europe, where thousands are dying each day and countries’ already-battered economies are once again being hit
by new restrictions on daily life …
Vaccines will eventually defeat the variants, scientists
say. But stringent restrictions are needed now to drive down
cases of B.1.1.7.
‘We’ve seen in so many countries how quickly it can
become dominant,’ said Lone Simonsen, a professor and
director of the PandemiX Center at Roskilde University in
Denmark. [So, the vaccines don’t work now??] …
‘And when it dominates, it takes so much more effort
to maintain epidemic control than was needed with the old
variant.’” [In other words, the vaccines don’t work.]
3. Cell — SARS-CoV-2 Variants B.1.351 and P.1
Escape From Neutralizing Antibodies
“… our findings indicate that the B.1.351 and P.1
variants might be able to spread in convalescent patients or
BNT162b2-vaccinated individuals and thus constitute an
elevated threat to human health.
Containment of these variants by non-pharmaceutic
interventions is an important task.” [Note — In other words,
the vaccines don’t work against the new COVID strains, so
we might need to preserve the lockdown restrictions and
masks forever.]”
How can people read this fearmongering bunkum and
not see that it is a pack of sophomoric lies designed to
terrify and manipulate weak-minded sheeplike people?

“VARIANT” USED TO FUEL FEAR
There’s no denying that the variant fear is being used to
fuel the COVID hysteria and perpetuate the repressive
social restrictions. So, the question we should be asking
ourselves is whether we can trust what we are being told by
the media and the public health officials?
And the answer is “No!” we cannot trust them. They
have repeatedly misled us on all manner of topics including
masks, asymptomatic transmission, immunity, infection
rate, fatality rate, social distancing and now variants.
The other question is - are these so-called variants
more virulent? Well, it is unlikely because the data don’t
seem to say so despite the scary headlines … Pathogens
tend to evolve (mutate) toward lower virulence, not higher.
Here’s more on the topic from diagnostic pathologist Dr.
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Clare Craig, who provides a more technical explanation:
“SARS-CoV-2 genetic sequence has ~30,000 letters.
Alterations in a handful of letters will not change it’s shape
much — if it did it wouldn’t function properly anyway. Fear
mongering about ‘immune escape’ is not needed and is
irresponsible especially when there is no evidence to
support the claims.”
In essence, Craig is saying the same thing we said
earlier, that the slight changes to any infection will not
impact the immune reaction of people who are already
resistant or immune to the virus. Thus, the current crop of
“variants” are no cause for alarm. If you already have prior
immunity due to previous exposure to similar infections,
(SARS, for example) any new strain is not a problem.
The mutations (variations) represent only the slightest
change in the composition of the pathogen (less than 1%),
which means that a vaccine is not needed.

MEDIA IS TWISTING SCIENCE TO
TERRIFY THE PUBLIC
Here’s a longer explanation that some readers might
find overly technical and perhaps tedious, but it’s worth
wading through in order to see that the media is deliberately
twisting the science to terrify the public. This excerpt is
from an article by Yeadon. Here’s what he said:
“The idea is planted in people’s minds that this virus is
mutating in such a way as to evade prior immunity. This is
completely unfounded. It’s important to appreciate that
upon infection, the human immune system cuts up an
infectious agent into short pieces.
Each of these short pieces of protein are presented to
other cells in the immune system, like an identity parade
… These have a range of functions. Some make antibodies & others are programmed to kill cells infected by the
virus, recognized by displaying on their surface signals
that tell the body that they’ve been invaded.
In almost all cases … this natural smart adaptive
immune system overcomes the infection. Crucially … this
event leaves you with many different kinds of long-lived
‘memory’ cells which, if you’re infected again, rapidly wipe
out any attempt at reinfection.
So, you won’t again be made ill by the same virus, or
by a similar replicate. The general ‘direction of travel’ (for
viruses) is to become less virulent, eventually joining the
other 40 or so viruses which cause what we collectively
term ‘the common cold.’
What generally doesn’t happen is for mutants to
become more virulent. But the key point I wanted to get
across is just how large SARS-COV-2 is. I recall it’s of the
order of 30,000 letters of genetic code which, when
translated, make around 10,000 amino acids in several
viral proteins.
Now you can see that the kinds of numbers of
changes in the letters of the genetic code are truly tiny in
comparison with the whole. So, 0.1% of the virus’s code
S T R A I G H T TA L K
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would be about 30 letters. A 30 letter change would leave
99.9% of that code the same, and therefore not any
different from the so-called Wuhan strain. 0.1% change is
not enough to fool your immune system.
Similarly, the changes in the protein translated from
those letter code alterations are overwhelmed by the vast
majority of the unchanged protein sequences. So your
immune system, recognizing as it does perhaps dozens of
short pieces … will not be fooled by a couple of small
changes to a tiny fraction of these.
… even if mutations did change a couple of these, the
majority of the pieces … of the mutated virus will still be
unchanged & recognized by the immune system & a
prompt, vigorous response will still protect you.”
No: your immune system knows immediately that this
is an invader it’s seen before, and has no difficulty whatsoever in dealing with it swiftly & without symptoms. So,
their variant theory is scientifically invalid …

WHY ARE PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS
AND THE MEDIA LYING?
Let’s summarize: We have presented the informed
views of three reputable scientists all of who explicitly refute
the idea that the so called “variants” are “more lethal” and
can “reinfect people.”
So, why are the public health officials and the media
lying about this matter, which is fairly clear-cut and
uncontroversial? That is the question.
Yeadon concludes that there is something flagrantly
diabolical about their denial. He thinks they are lying in
order to dupe more people into getting injected with a
substance that will either render them infertile, cause them
great bodily harm, or kill them outright. Take your pick.
Here’s more:
“The depopulation devils have got hold of the levers
of power and this is a really artful way of getting you to
line-up and voluntarily receive an injection that will damage you, make you infertile, or kill you.
It could be something that will produce normal
pathology, it will be activated at various times between
vaccination and the event, it will be plausibly deniable
because there will be something else going on in the world
at that time, in the context of which your demise, or that
of your children will look normal.
That’s what I would do if I wanted to get rid of 90 or
95% of the world’s population. And I think that’s what
they’re trying to do.”

BUT THEY DON’T CONSIDER GOD
Thankfully, these devils can not thwart God’s protection
over his children. Their evil plans can work only upon those
who believe in (worship) and trust the Beast System. What I
am teaching is hopefully exposing the fact that the Beast
System’s messengers cannot be trusted.
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